
Change to Grand Points in Class Judging – Defeated Grands Count! 
By Mary Kolencik 
 
With the start of the new show season comes the change of some of our show rules. One of the biggest 
changes, and somewhat confusing, is that opens, champions and premiers may now earn grand points 
by defeating grands in class judging. This is an easy concept – defeat a grand with the brown or orange 
ribbon, get grand points from that defeated cat. Yet there are questions that people have about the 
actual implementation, especially in the case where there are only two cats in the breed/division. 
 
Note for newbies:  we have two types of points in the championship and premiership classes – grand 
points and national/regional points. The grand points are those that opens, champions and premiers 
accumulate for the Grand Champion and Grand Premier title. National/Regional points accrue for 
season-end awards and titles. This article applies only to grand points. 
 
The change is quite simple. The value of the purple ribbon is the same – one point for each champion 
defeated (throughout this article, champion refers to opens, champions, and premiers). The change 
applies to the brown and orange ribbons. If a champion receives the brown ribbon, the value is one 
point for each cat defeated, including the grands. If a champion receives the orange ribbon, the value is 
90% of the value of the brown ribbon, rounded. Finals are unaffected by the show rule change. Now for 
some examples. 
 

• In a class of five Siamese champions, the purple ribbon is four grand points. The brown ribbon is 
four grand points, and the orange ribbon is 90% of four, or 3.6 rounded to four grand points. 

• In a class of five Siamese with three champions and two grands where the brown and orange 
ribbons go to the champions, the purple ribbon is worth two grand points, the brown ribbon is 
worth four grand points, and the orange ribbon is worth 90% of four, or 3.6 rounded to four 
grand points. In this case, the champions earn grand points for the defeated grands! The 
champion that receives the brown and purple ribbons will get the higher value – four grand 
points. 

• In a class of two Siamese with a champion and a grand where the champion is best of breed, the 
brown ribbon is worth one grand point for the defeated grand. 

• In a class of two Siamese with a champion and a grand where the grand is best of breed, the 
orange ribbon that the champion receives is worth 90% of the brown ribbon, or .9 rounded to 
one grand point. In this case, yes, the orange ribbon is worth one point even though the cat did 
not defeat another cat in class judging.  
 

I see you scratching your head – how can a cat that defeated no other cats still get one point? How does 
this happen? Well, math. When a cat gets points because of math without actually defeating any other 
cats, I call those zombie points. This is different from ghost points which happen when cats are present 
in some rings and not others. With zombie points, there is not even an absent entry! We have several 
ways this can happen in our scoring system.  
 
If there are two cats in a class, the brown ribbon is worth one National/Regional point, the orange 
ribbon is worth .95 points. We do not round for National/Regional points. Those .95 values are zombie 
points. If there are 10 or fewer cats in a final (it does happen), best cat gets nine points, 10th best cat 
gets 55% of nine points or 4.95 zombie points, almost 5 points while not defeating any other cats! And 
finally, if there are only three champions in the whole championship class, then in each final best 



champion gets two points, 2nd best champion gets 90% of two points rounded which is two points and 
3rd best champion gets 80% of two points rounded which is two points. These scenarios do happen. 
 
Should we fix this, get rid of zombie points? We could easily adjust the show rules to require that a cat 
must defeat at least one other cat to earn any grand points or even any points at all, but perhaps we 
should wait and see if this is really a problem. We still require that a cat must make a final to grand, 
which means a cat cannot get 200/75 of these zombie points and still grand. I’m not going to be the one 
to try to fix it and I would not recommend the board trying to fix it. If the clubs want to fix it, someone 
will surely write a proposal at a future annual.  
 
Here is the changed show rule: 
 

28.03 Breed and Division Points 
 
a. Cats which receive the award of Best Champion/Premier in each of the Breeds/Divisions 
currently recognized for Championship/Premiership competition (see rule 30.01) will receive 
one Grand Championship/Premiership point for every Champion/Premier defeated within the 
Breed/Division in accordance with the method for calculating champions and premiers present 
described in 28.02a. 
 
b. Opens, Champions and Premiers which receive the award Best of breed/division in each of 
the Breeds/Divisions currently recognized for Championship/Premiership competition (see rule 
30.01) will receive one Grand Championship/Premiership point for every cat defeated (including 
grands) within the Breed/ Division in accordance with the method for calculating cats presently 
described in Article XXXVI Show Points Official Count. 
 
c. Opens, Champions and Premiers which receive the award 2nd Best of Breed/Division in each 
of the Breeds/Divisions currently recognized for Championship/Premiership competition (see 
rule 30.01) will receive 90% of the points of Best of Breed/Division within the Breed/Division in 
accordance with the method for calculating cats present described in Article XXXVI Show Points 
Official Count. 
 
d. In all cases an entry will receive the points from only one award per ring - that which carries 
the most points. 


